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Abstracts:
For the safety purpose of drivers yawning detection is very important. There are many important applications of yawning in a drivers
fatigue detection, humans well behavior, driving behavior and understanding the language of tongue disability person. It is observed
that heavy vehicle drivers keep going continuously driving without giving a frequent rest period. Considering above applications, an
automatic detection of yawning is one important system component. Uptil now yawning detection system does not satisfy the
real time requirement which is having a high computational complexity and does not satisfies the challenges like facial
obstruction, ease of implementation, accuracy and safety. Uptil now there is no any idea suggested or presented on vehicle side
hardware. In this paper we will be reviewing hardware of engine start or stop control by using microcontroller. For yawning
detection two different algorithms are used such as for face viola-Jones and mouth detection contour activation algorithm.
Previously presented systems are in position to recognize other persons faces while finding the biggest face in all of the frame that
we are interested and other faces also considered; hence face search time is not optimized. By studying these disadvantages of
traditional yawning detection method possible improvement algorithm is proposed.
Keyword: Embedded vision algorithm, low complexity detection, Smart camera, vision-based measurement (VBM) yawning
detection.
I.INTRODUCTION
In earlier years the amounts of road accidents have been
suddenly increased. This accident because of continuous
driving ability, not getting proper sleep. Especially in the
transportation industry the heavy vehicle drivers keep
continuously driving without giving a rest period. Due to this
most of the accidents are occurs. Because of this it has become
an area of great socioeconomic concern. Driver Fatigue is one
of major reasons causing most fatal road accidents around the
world. The global status report on road safety 2013 shows that
survey or information from 182 countries, calculated about
99% of the world‟s population. The report shows that around
the world the number of deaths is due to the road accidents are
high at 1.24 million per year. About 3,400 people die every
day in world due to road accidents. Tens of millions of people
are injured or disabled per year. Cyclist, pedestrians, children
and the elderly are the most susceptible of road users. So it is
very necessary to design such a prototype system which
prevents road accidents by detecting driver‟s inattention,
driver‟s drowsiness and giving a audio sound when yawning is
detected. In this paper the aim is to develop a prototype system
which detects yawning to prevent road accidents. This system
includes a video camera either externally attached or the
inbuilt camera in laptop which extracts video to detect face and
mouth features. This system is non intrusive real time
monitoring system. The programming for this is done in
MATLAB 2013a using the image processing toolbox. The
purpose for so much attention towards drivers yawning
detection is that suddenly increases road accidents and for the
people‟s safety. Once fatigue has been detected, a number of
activities we can performed for the safety purpose of person
who drives the vehicle, mainly producing the persons alert
voice, fluctuations in steering wheel or persons chair,
showing text, providing large amount of oxygen for person
himself. There are many other applications for yawning
detection is helpful in to be concerned with home health care
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technique. That proves yawning is one important method to
detect the people‟s health information and modify their
lifestyle. There are also more applications for yawning
detection such as operator attentiveness to determining
whether the operators such as heavy machines, nuclear reactor
controls and monitors, and air traffic controllers in critical
system is paying attention or not. Another application is that
the system used in to determine the communication purpose
of human being with language defect, particularly to detect
false estimation. For all of the above systems that require a
natural investigation of involuntary intake, the value of
technique is more important to create it cost effective. For that
purpose VBM is very co-operative. VBM is a technique where
a camera or optical sensor captures the photo from various
scenes. Later this photo is used in process of yawning
detection through manipulation component. This camera and
manipulation component is called as intelligent camera.
Because of this, VBM technique is most popular and useful
now a day. Today the VBM, studied a experimental answer for
the operations like investigation of persons natural or well
being characteristics, for example facial expression or self
propelled functional technique. Yawning detection system has
number of important applications such as drivers fatigue
detection, drivers behavior detection and also other automotive
applications to prevents road accidents. Driving is a most
common activity in people‟s everyday life. So it is very
necessary to make driving safe for the peoples. The main
reason to discover yawning detection method is significant
increases the probability of car accidents. Most of the
yawning detection system does not satisfy the real time
requirement have a high computational complexity. So now
a day‟s very few yawning detection system uses in a luxury
cars to prevent car accidents. They do not have a sufficient
accuracy. There are three main reasons why existing system
is not used in our car system is
1) Computational complexity
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2) Facial obstruction and
3) Lighting conditions
The main goal of this yawning detection method is lower the
computational complexity and make this system safer to the
person by studying real boundaries and can designing in actual
intelligent cameras.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
In 2008 author described drivers fatigue detection based on
trailing the jaws and to survey on controlling and recognising
the involuntary intake. Author explained a technique to trace
and trail the mouth cascade of classifiers is applied also the
yawning images. After locating the mouth from face images
using classifiers the SVM technique is applied to distinguish
jaws also for to detect yawning then alert fatigue. This is the
non intrusive real time monitoring system. Many researches
deal with yawning detection uses the geometric feature of the
mouth techniques, but there are some disadvantages of that
technique that is the left and right mouth corners are important
feature point .But in this lip position are difficult to detect at
that time the lips move, then lip detection makes more
difficult. Also geometric features liable to pose and have more
difference for individual. This paper author used cascade of
classifiers to train and trail with the help of viola-Jones. Then
SVM is used for data classification. After studying this paper
we have conclude that, because of using SVM (support vector
machine) computational cost is reduced and provide better
generalization. There is disadvantage, two algorithms is used,
hence increases computational time and this viola-Jones
technique is not efficient to run in a real time on smart cameras
if implemented as above that using cascade of classifiers [1].
In 2009 author describes to locate and tracking the drivers
mouth using two CCD cameras. This is the real time
monitoring system. Camera A is fixed; it is used to locate
drivers head position. Camera B is movable or controllable,
which is used to locate the mouth and extract the mouth
information. In this first collecting all the videos from camera
A and using image processing algorithm locate the drivers
face. Then second with the help of face position in camera A
shoot driver head position all the time by sending command to
camera B through serial port. Then to detect and track driver‟s
mouth in camera B, use haar- like features. Then at last by
comparing the ratio of mouth height and width, yawning is
detected. After studying this paper we have concludes that,
through this method resolution ratio of driver‟s mouth is higher
than single camera. Also the feature information is higher
accuracy. There is some disadvantage of this method, once the
position between the driver or two cameras is changed, and
then the relation between angle control volume and pixel
control volume is also changed. So this technique is not
intelligent, it needs some future work [2]. Authors Dr. Sheifali
Gupta, Er. Garima describes a prototype system for detection
of driver‟s drowsiness to prevent road accident. This system is
non intrusive real time monitoring system. This system detects
facial features and extracts video with the help of a video
camera either externally attached or inbuilt camera in laptop.
Eye closure and yawning is detected followed by alert. In this
programming is done with the help of MATLAB 2013a with
the help of computer vision toolbox. After studying this paper
we have concluded that, the aim of this paper is to prevent the
road accidents by detecting eye closure and involuntary intake
of drivers. A 1.3 Mp video camera used to capture the real time
videos and for processing. In this the vision based system is
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used because of its accuracy and non intrusiveness. Only the
disadvantage is that, a night vision camera is not used to
capture the images in dark or dim light to increase the usability
[3]. Narender Kumar, Dr. N.C. Barwar Presented eye blinking
and yawning detection system in real time for monitoring
drivers drowsiness. This system is the non intrusive real time
monitoring system. In this system if the drivers eyes are
remains closed for certain period of time and his mouth
remains open to yawning then driver is said to be drowsy and
then alarm is sounded. In this the detection of facial features
viola Jones algorithm is applied and for mouth detection
contour activation algorithm is used to find the contour of the
lips. After studying this paper we have concluded that, this
system was tested in different light conditions for different
subjects that are without eye glasses, with eye glasses, without
moustache and with moustache. In case of females there is also
same set up, programming, webcams for night and late
experiments. Without eye glasses eye blink rate detected more
accurate. Only the disadvantage is that different algorithm is
used for face and mouth detection, so not easy to implement
and uses OpenCV method in that considering the biggest face
we are interested, also other faces are considered, hence face
search time is not optimized [4]. In 2016 article author
proposes yawning detection is important application in driving
behaviour monitoring. In this author used to either faces or
jaws detection very efficient algorithm that is viola-Jones
algorithm. Later used back projection theory to determine
yawning. The author used in yawning detection method for
implementing and testing smart embedded camera is used.
This is the real time monitoring system. After studying this
paper we have concluded that, by comparing existing method
this system gives correct yawning detection rate. In this the
camera is installed on the dash board of the car or in front
mirror. The result of face and mouth detection also the
involuntary intake or tiredness alarm indication is display on
monitor. Only the disadvantage is that the author is not address
the challenge of lighting condition, safety, facial obstruction.
They only implementing up to detection of yawning, there is
no further implementation on hardware side for safety purpose.
They only improve computational complexity [5].
III. ALGORITHM USED
A. Face detection algorithm
Comparing to previous system this yawning detection method
is explaining the structure of a quick or recapture, well
organized face investigation algorithm known as viola-Jones
algorithm. Firstly in face investigation method, each and every
information given by prepared facial characteristics of every
lump can be removed or reserved mainly five different folders
in intelligent camera for maintains the calculating period. After
some time for the investigation algorithm this folders which
are answer of prepared facial characteristics are applied. As
related to that same direction, this controlling method uses
store costs rather than preparing or making division or using
whole photo for searching facial characteristic at starting.
Every folder has above sets of information.
a)

Facial characteristic point

b)

Facial characteristic costs

c)

Facial characteristic load

d)

Perform division
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In the face investigation, for viola-Jones algorithm it is
possible nothing but since the different persons are multiple
face dimensions, rather since the people have capability to
near or taking out against the camera in related period,
according to bigger or shorter face dimensions. For that
purpose facial characteristic is necessary to measured. One of
important advantage of this yawning detection system, by
comparing the Open CV method of viola-Jones, this method
ends detecting the different face later on searching the primary
face of every structure that is needed. Specially face with
original topic, so remaining faces not studied. Hence face
investigate period is saved. The face which is any time nearest
to the camera this face is investigate primary in this method.
The other persons faces is not considered and they are not
large than the original persons face. The diagram 1 shows
instances for the vehicle riding situation, in that persons face
and mouth investigate correctly. Also, for storing prepared
facial characteristic in folders is help straightly through
camera and ignoring prepared face investigation, the effect of
this method is gains the rate of face investigation step and the
capability of controlling method.
B. Mouth detection method
After detecting the face, the down partial face is selected for
the goal detection area. This is the identical method like a face
investigation. Later on searching the largest mouth in structure
all the information nearest to mouth area and dimension send
towards yawning detection.

a) Relation between black element in present folder and in
relating folder should be larger than starting point.
b) Relation between black element in mouth area and white
element in area surrounding to the mouth should be larger than
second starting point.
Suppose these situations are fulfilled, according the design
investigate specific folder shows involuntary intake and that
procedure is copied for all of the later folders of motion
picture.
IV.METHODOLOGY
a.

Proposed work

After studying literature survey and understanding need
globally these papers are modified and a novel technique is
build called yawning detection. Below fig 3 displays the
projected figure of yawning detection method. In this system
the camera is installed in front of mirror or dash board in the
car. MATLAB is used to build mathematical model of this
system. In this viola-Jones algorithm is used for detecting face
and mouth of driver. Viola-Jones algorithm is already installed
in MATLAB.
In hardware side microcontroller PIC16F877A is used along
with other peripherals. PIC is family of Harvard architecture
microcontroller made by micro chip technology. Hardware
side foot acceleration in that limit switch is used. Then amount
of force is pressing due to this switch that is in terms of voltage
is read on ADC. The microcontroller understands only digital
logic that is either 0 or 1 also incoming voltage is AC; hence it
needs to convert that AC voltage into DC volt. So ADC is
used. The engine ON and OFF is depend on servo motor and in
servo motor PWM that is pulse width modulation wave is
inbuilt.

Regulator
5V

Figure.1.Persons face and mouth searched between
different peoples.

Power supply
12 V DC

Driver
Signal
conditioning

PC

PWM

ADC
Wheel

Microcontroller
PIC16F877A
Limit switch
Serial

Max 232

USB to serial

Figure.2. Yawning sequence
C. Yawning detection method

Audio
announcement

PC
MATLAB

Camera

The last part is yawning detection. The image is color image,
so it is necessary to convert it into the gray scale image. The
back-projection theory is used for that purpose.

Figure.3. projected yawning detection method

After conversion of that grayscale photo the design take care
not any involuntary intake in the structure. This is searched by
comparing black and white elements. For that two rules are
necessary to fulfilled.

PWM with processors digital output is very essential method
for take care of analog circuits. There are many essential
applications like measurement and communications to power
control. Microcontroller will work at 5V and 0V as digital 1
and 0.
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start

Initialize camera

Convert colour image to gray

Call model for Viola Jones algorithm

Apply Viola-Jones operation camera
image

Figure.4. PWM output
Fig 4 shows different outputs of PWM signals. Graph no 2
shows PWM output at 25% duty cycle. In this graph out of
100%, signal is on for 25% and off for 75%.Similarly graph 3
shows PWM output at 50% duty cycle. Graph 4 shows PWM
output at 75% duty cycle. Graph 5 shows PWM output at
100% duty cycle. According to this PWM values servomotor
rotates.
c. Components used
These projects consist of microcontroller PIC16F877A. Other
peripherals include driver IC, servo motor, limit switch, and
signal conditioning circuit, MAX 232, USB to serial converter,
camera PC with MATLAB and power supply. The output is
interfaced with ADC channel of PIC microcontroller.
V. SOFTWARE FLOWCHART
For programming MATLAB software is used. In this project
viola-Jones algorithm is used for detecting the face and mouth.
Below fig.5 shows the actual execution of the code. The
required steps are as follows.
1.

Initialize the camera and capture the image.

2.

Convert that color image into the gray scale image.

3.
Call the model for viola-Jones algorithm for mouth
and face localization.

Crop mouth region using co-ordinates
obtained in step 4

Detect whether lips are closed or
separated

If separated lips are found more than 3
sec yawning detected

Send yawning signal to hardware

END

Figure.5. Software flow chart of projected system.
VI.RESULT
As showing in the flow chart, to initialize the camera we have
to start it by using MATLAB code. Then with the help of
viola-Jones algorithm which is already installed in the
MATLAB, crop the face, nose and mouth respectively. Then
in the output window in fig 5 firstly give the input image. After
that face, nose and mouth region is detected respectively. In
cropped region of mouth yawning is detected. Then after
yawning is detected, disable signal coming from accelerometer
mechanism that is from limit switch. Slowly decrease on width
of PWM signal going to servo motor. Servo motor rotates
slowly from 180 deg to 0 deg and vehicle will stop slowly.

4.
Apply viola-Jones operation that is cascaded object
detector on camera image.
5.
Then with help of these co-ordinates obtained in step
4 crop face, nose and then mouth region.
6.
After that detect whether the lips are closed or
separated.
7.
If these separated lips are found more than 3 sec then
there is yawning is present.
8.
Send this yawning signal to hardware and play audio
in matlab indicating vehicle will stop within 3 mins.
Figure.6. Output of MATLAB code calculating the
yawning mouth.
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MODIFICATION IN CIRCUIT
As refer all the research papers there is no any implementation
on vehicle side hardware. There is only work up to the
detection of yawning. These papers do not give any
suggestions to improve the persons or drivers safety after
detecting yawning. This method gives an idea to stop the
vehicle slowly, by disabling the signal coming from
accelerometer with the help slowly decrease the width of
PWM signal going to servo motor. Servo motor rotate slowly
180 deg to 0 deg. This yawning detection method definitely
gives more safety to drivers by stopping the vehicle aside after
detecting yawning.
VII.CONCLUSION
As we discussed until now yawning detection system, this
system gives better accuracy, safety, easy implementation and
reliability, reduce complexity, and increase efficiency. The
previous papers have some disadvantages like no any
implementation on vehicle side hardware and biggest
candidate is the final detected mouth. In this paper we have
reviewing hardware on PIC microcontroller and image
processing part on MATLAB. For face and mouth detection
this system monitors the condition based on delay and then
takes decision. We will be reviewing hardware of engine start
or stop using microcontroller. Also we will be taking care of
acceleration of vehicle. In car intex smart camera is placed in
instrument panel, also in the foreground of the mirror. All the
actions performed by the camera are running on embedded
based system with help of this yawning detection method. To
create yawning detection method act on a computationally
limited platform & address the problem of lighting condition,
facial obstruction much effort was made in allocating or
improving algorithm and codes to act in actual period. Also do
not need any complex hardware.
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